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BIOGRAPHY

India advises clients on all aspects of UK and EU competition law. India has experience of litigating

disputes in the High Court of Justice and the Competition Appeal Tribunal. 

India’s recent work includes acting for claimants in their private damages actions arising out of the

Trucks cartel, in which she has played a central role devising and implementing strategies for

numerous heavy case management and detailed interim application hearings. India has also played

a lead role in working with clients to identify and analyse their evidence.

THE GROWTH OF CLASS ACTIONS: WHAT’S NEXT?

We explore the rapidly changing legal landscape

https://www.bclplaw.com/en-US/offices/london.html
tel:%2B44%20(0)%2020%203400%202250
https://perspectives.bclplaw.com/class-actions/
https://perspectives.bclplaw.com/class-actions/
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RELATED INSIGHTS

News

Aug 14, 2023

Antitrust Team authored article in Legal 500: Competition Litigation Comparative Guide

News

Jun 28, 2023

BCLP competition team featured in ‘The Lawyer’ for work on landmark trucks cartel case

News

Jun 21, 2023

BCLP wins The Lawyer Awards Litigation Team of the Year

News

Apr 28, 2023

BCLP shortlisted in ‘The Lawyer’ Awards 2023

Insights

Apr 20, 2023

Mastercard overcharge counterfactual declined – Tribunal rules in Merricks class action

The Competition Appeal Tribunal has handed down a judgment determining several preliminary issues in the £17

billion collective action brought against Mastercard in relation to anti-competitive multilateral interchange fees,

following on from the European Commission’s infringement Decision.  In this Insight, we discuss the Tribunal’s

rejection of Mastercard’s argument that it could rely on a counterfactual scenario premised on the interchange

fees having been set at a lower, lawful level, thereby limiting the claimants’ recoverable losses. We consider in

particular the Tribunal’s ruling that this argument was precluded by the binding effect of the decision, or

alternatively, by the argument constituting an abuse of process given that Mastercard did not advance it before

the Commission.

Insights

Apr 17, 2023

Learning from the latest Trucks cartel judgment: a conversation between BCLP and Erso

Capital

Insights

Mar 28, 2023
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Demolished by the CMA – collusion in the demolition industry

On 23 March 2023 the UK Competition and Markets Authority (‘CMA’) issued an announcement that it has issued

fines totalling nearly £60m to 10 construction firms for illegally colluding to rig bids for demolition and asbestos

removal projects in both the public and private sectors.  The largest fine of £17.5m was issued to Erith.  The CMA

also exercised its power to disqualify company directors, a power which it first exercised in 2016 (despite having

the power to do so since 2003), and disqualified 3 directors of firms involved in the unlawful conduct. The fines

handed down by the CMA are significant, particularly given that 8 of the 10 firms entered into settlements with the

CMA, and the disqualification of 3 directors sends a strong message to businesses that the CMA is keen to show

its teeth and is clamping down hard on cartel activity. It will be interesting to see how many appeals are made

against the CM…

Insights

Mar 17, 2023

Financing losses and interest - simple pleasures or compounding the misery?

It has long been a mystery to economists, accountants and business people why lawyers have regard to simple

interest in commercial cases, in circumstances where companies generally do not (and cannot) borrow money on

a simple interest basis. Despite compound interest having been awarded and endorsed in Sempra Metals more

than 15 years ago, it is still common for claimants to claim, and for UK courts to award, interest on a simple basis.

The Competition Appeal Tribunal’s landmark judgment in Royal Mail v DAF Trucks provides a ringing endorsement

of the principles laid down in Sempra Metals and provides insight as to what a claimant is required to prove to

successfully claim compound interest.

News

Feb 15, 2023

Landmark cartel damages judgment for BCLP clients Royal Mail and BT


